THE PORT OF CHESTER IN THE
FIFTEENTH CENTURY
BY K. P. WILSON, B.A.. PH.D.

Read 18 March 1965
HE fortunes of the port of Chester in the fifteenth century
T
have been painted in drab colours. H. J. Hewitt, writing in
1929. hinted at a story of unrelieved decline in the trade of the
port from about 1400 onwards. Silting "ruined the port" and
"it is certain that after the close of the fourteenth century
Chester's importance as a seaport was negligible". 1 Others have
echoed these views. G. D. Ramsay, for example, observed how
"the port of Chester began to suffer from the silting of the
Dee, and the merchants of the city from the fourteenth century
onwards were vainly battling against the gradual ruin of their
harbour". 2 C. N. Parkinson has argued that Chester was surpassed by Liverpool in the Anglo-Irish trade before the close
of the fifteenth century. 3 D. Jones has further vouched for the
commercial decay of Chester in the fifteenth century. 1
The case for the decline of Chester during the fifteenth century, projected by H. J. Hewitt and accepted by later commentators, largely rests on the successive remissions in the feefarm granted by the crown to the citizens of Chester. The farm
of the city had been fixed at £100 a year in 1300, and during
the fourteenth century the citizens do not appear to have had
any difficulty in meeting this annual rent. In the fifteenth
century, however, difficulties arose over payments and, on
petition from the city, the fee-farm was reduced to £50 in 1445,
to £30 in 1484, and finally fixed at £20 in 1486. The reason
common to all three grants of remission was the decline of the
city as a result of the silting of the Dee and the inability of the
citizens to meet "the great and insupportable burden of their
fee-farm". 5
The charters which authorized reductions in the farm must
(1) H. J. Hewitt, Medieval Cheshire, Chetham Soc., N.S., Vol. 88, pp. 141-2.
121 G. D. Ramsay, English Overseas Trade in the Centuries of Emergence (1957),
p. 152.

131 C. N. Parkinson, The Rise of the Port of Liverpool (1952), pp. 18-20.
141 D. Jones, The Church in Chester, 1300-1500, Chetham Soc., 3rd Series,
Vol. 7, p. 4.

151 R. H. Morris, Chester in the Plantagenet and Tudor Reigns (1894), p. 518.
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have relied heavily for their wording on petitions from the city.
These charters, therefore, deserve close investigation. The first
charter, after a preamble which recalls that in 1300, when the
fee-farm was first granted, "there was a good harbour to the
said city", proceeds to elaborate on the difficulties experienced
in 1445.
"And now it is so, and for forty years now last past it has been, that the
great flow of water at the said port by which our said merchants had a course
and return with their ships and merchandise to our said city is taken away from
the harbour by the wreck of sea-sand so that the said harbour is wholly destroyed
and cannot be recovered: so that no merchant ship can approach within twelve
miles and more of the said city, and thus no merchant ship belongs nor has
belonged to our said city, but they in default of the aforesaid harbour are wholly
destroyed and wasted, to the great detriment, desolation and impoverishment
of our said city and citizens."

The charter of 1484 echoed the earlier grant:
"And that now the condition is such that for the space of sixty years now last
past the great flow of water at the said port by which our said merchants had a
passage to and fro up to and from the said city, with their ships and merchandise,
is taken away owing to the wreck of sea-sands daily falling and increasing in
the channel there so that the said port is wholly destroyed and cannot be recovered, insomuch that no merchant ship belongs and has not for a long time
belonged to our said city, but these ships in default of the aforesaid port are
wholly destroyed and wasted to the great detriment, desolation and impoverishment of the said citizens of our city."

I The charter of 1486 is couched in similar terms:
"And afterwards the channel of the same port became and is at present
obstructed as much by the vehement influx of sand and silting up of gravel that
merchants with their ships were by no means able to reach the aforesaid city
for the space of twelve miles for two hundred years now last passed, but betake
themselves to other ports and places in the same country where they may more
easily unload their merchandise and re-load. And the walls of the same city
have fallen in decay and ruin. Besides, the aforesaid city, which of old had been
wont to be inhabited fully by merchants and others rich artificers, is so thorougly
ruined and prostrated to the ground that nearly one fourth part of the same
city at present is destroyed and desolate." 161

These charters which, apart from Salzman's dissentient
voice, 7 have been accepted at their face value, need to be read
with extreme caution. The citizens of Chester were angling for
financial concessions and had every reason to indulge in overstatement. But a more important consideration than the
customary exaggeration of medieval petitioners lies in the fact
that, although silting was regarded as the major reason for the
decay of the port, none of the grants agree on the time when
the process of silting began to make itself felt. They attribute
it to forty years before 1445, then sixty years before 1484, and
finally two hundred years before 1486. If indeed the adverse
101 For the quotations from the three charters see ibid., pp. 511-12, 518 and
521-22.
'" L. F. Salzman, English Trade in the Middle Ages (1931), p. 221.
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effects of silting had been felt from as long ago as the thirteenth
century, then navigation in the Dee must have become increasingly difficult if the apparent decline of the port in the
fifteenth century is to be explained by this process. By similar
reasoning, the expansion of trade which undoubtedly took
place at Chester in the early Tudor period could not have
occurred without a significant improvement in the river at the
end of the fifteenth or the beginning of the sixteenth century.
But such a narrow approach, the origin of which can be traced
to the cries of poverty from the fifteenth-century citizens, does
not fully explain the economic forces at work at Chester in the
later Middle Ages.
It becomes clear from the accounts of the chamberlain of
Chester' 81 that the navigation of the Dee was impaired long
before the opening of the fifteenth century. Even in the early
fourteenth century ships engaged in the wine trade could not
reach the city itself and were forced to unload downstream.
Thus in 1302-3 a Dartmouth ship anchored at Heswall. In 1320
a Chester ship discharged its cargo at the Redbank. In 1347-8
several ships laden with wine put in at Neston and Gayton. Of the
several anchorages in the river the most frequently used was the
Redbank, a landing place some sixteen miles below Chester, and
today almost certainly identifiable by the scattered stones of a
ruined quay at Caldy. At these outports wine was transferred
to lighters and barges before proceeding upstream to the city.
During the fourteenth century wine was not the only commodity which had to be landed some distance away from the
city. In 1358 a large shipment of slate from Ogwen in North
Wales was unloaded at Shotwick, and from there carted to
Chester Castle. In the same year stones for the mills on the
River Dee were brought as far as Burton and carted the remainder of the distance. The practice of obtaining millstones
from Anglesey continued into the fifteenth century but, despite
the difficulties of navigation, unloadings were made at anchorages close to the city. In 1430-1 three pairs of millstones were
carried by boat to the Roodee (a tract of land between the
Watergate and the Bridgegate), and in 1455-6 millstones were
unloaded at the Watergate. (9) Wineships, however, continued
to dock at the Redbank. (10)
Evidence in the chamberlains' accounts, therefore, suggests
181 Accounts of the Chamberlains of Chester, 1301-60, ed. R. Stewart-Brown,
Lancashire and Cheshire Record Society, Vol. 59. passim.
191 P.R.O., Ministers Accounts, Chester, 777/8, m. 4d; 779/5, m. 7.
1101 The practice of lightering wine to the Watergate was general throughout
the fifteenth century. See, for example, ibid., 775/6, m. 3d.; 776/1, m. 3d.; 776/10,
m. 3d.; 777/15, m. 4; 780/8, m. 5.
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Custom of merchants entering the franchise of the city of Chester
and going from the same city to Ireland and other parts in the
time of the said sheriffs.

TRANSLATION

Edmu[n]dus Beek cust[umal p[ro] introitfu] suo cu[m] duob[us] equis et exit[u] cu[m) una biga
Joh[ann]es Dwall cust[uma] p[ro] introit[u] suo cu[m] uno equo et exit[u] cu[m] una biga
Will[e)]m[u]s Raget cust[uma] p[ro] introitfu] suo cu[m] una biga et exit[u] cu[m] ead[em]
Rogjerjus Pendilton cust[uma] p[ro] introit[u] suo cu[m] duob[us] equis et exit[u] cu[m] eisd[em]
Thom[a]s Bridde cust[uma] p[ro] introitfu] cu[m] duob[us] equis et exit[u] cu[m] eisd[e]rn
Joh[ann]es Whyte cust[uma] p[ro] introit[u] cu[m] una biga et exitfu] cu[m] ead[e]m
Nich[ol]us Clerke de Trymme cust[uma] p[ro] exit[u] suo cu[m] una biga
Wili[e!]m[u]s Baxtere cust[uma] p[ro] exit[u] suo cu[m] una biga
Joharmes-Thomas Cokson cust[uma] p[ro] exit[u] suo cu[m] una biga
Joh[ann]es Asshburne de Coventre cust[uma] p[ro] introit[u] cu[m] uno equo et exit[u] cu[m] una byga
Joh[ann]es Swan de Croventre croust[uma] p[ro] introit[u] cu[m] uno equo et exitfu] una byga

20 day of + Edmund Beek custom for his entering with 2 horses and leaving with 1 cart
October
+ John Dwall custom for his entering with 1 horse and leaving with 1 cart
+ William Raget custom for his entering with I cart and leaving with the same
+ Roger Pendilton custom for his entering with 2 horses and leaving with the same
+ Thomas Bridde custom for entering with 2 horses and leaving with the same
21 day of + John Whyte custom for entering with 1 cart and leaving with the same
October
+ Nicholas Clerke of Trymme custom for his leaving with 1 cart
+ William Baxtere custom for his leaving with 1 cart
+ -Jehn-Thomas Cokson custom for his leaving with 1 cart
+ John Asshburne of Coventry custom for entering with 1 horse and leaving with 1 cart
25 day
+ John Swan of Coventry custom for entering with 1 horse and leaving with 1 cart

[25] die

[2i] die
Octobrfe]

[20] die
Octobr[e]

Custuma M[erjcator[um] Venient[u]m infra Fraunchesiam Civitatis
Cestre V[er]sus Hib[er]n[am] et t[ra]nseunt[um] extra eandem
Civitatem et Alias P[ar]tes Tempore D[ic]tor[um] Vicecomitum.

TRANSCRIPI

5d.

6d.
5d.
8d.
4d.
4d.
8d.
4d.
4d.
4d.
5d.

vd.

vid.
vd.
viiid.
iiiid.
iiiid.
viiid.
iiiid.
iiiid.
iiiid.
vd.
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that even from the beginning of the fourteenth century oceangoing vessels were compelled to unload their cargo at outports
in the estuary, and that this practice continued throughout the
fifteenth century. On the other hand, small craft, even in the
fifteenth century, could tie up at landing places outside the
city. In 1445 spring tides could take ships capable of carrying
thirty tuns of wine as far as the Portpool, an anchorage described by Leland as being within a couple of bowshots of the
suburb outside the Northgate. (11) There is every reason to think
that, despite silting, the small craft which plied the Dee in the
later Middle Ages could have reached the Portpool and perhaps
the Watergate. As late as 1566 ships of four tons burthen were
engaged in the Irish and Manx trade with Chester. (12) Further
evidence in the palatinate and local customs accounts casts
doubt on the authenticity of the decline of the city as outlined
in the charters of 1445 and 1484. Both these charters point to
the first quarter of the fifteenth century as the time when the
port began to decay, yet Chester appears to have imported
more wine in the decade 1410-20 than in any decade between
1350 and 1510, and the annual total of shipping arriving in the
port in the 1420s was not surpassed until the sixteenth century.
In the circumstances the timing of the charters may have
more significance for the fortunes of the city than the claims
of decay that they contained. In 1445 Chester, as far as wine
imports were concerned, was in the middle of its least prosperous decade since the beginning of the fifteenth century.
Estimated decennial totals were in the region of 1,000 tuns in
1400-10. They climbed to over 2,000 tuns in 1410-20, fell back
to just over 1,000 tuns in 1420-30 and 1430-40, but in the decade
1440-50 dropped to 800 tuns. In the 1480s the wine trade at
Chester was still depressed and, even more telling, between
1460 and 1490 the bulk of wine imports into Chester were
freighted by non-freemen.
The Irish and coastal trade, which ranked as the port's major
commercial activity, does not appear to have suffered to the
same degree as the overseas trade. Irish and coastal shipping
arriving in the port in the fifteenth century did not show any
appreciable decline until after 1460, and from the mid-1470s
arrivals reached their pre-1460 levels. 1131
(ll) Ibid., 778/8, mm. 1, 3d.; Leland''s Itinerary in England and Wales, ed.
C. Toulmin Smith (1906-10), Vol. Ill, p. 91.
1131 P.R.O., Q.R. Port Book 1323/10, passim.
1131 Annual totals of shipping reaching Chester in the fifteenth century were
small. Only for the years 1427-8 and 1497-8 did the figure top fifty. See K. P.
Wilson, "The Port of Chester in the Later Middle Ages", Ph.D. thesis, Liverpool
University 1965, pp. 105-7, 120, 122, 124-6.
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Nonetheless, the fact that the Irish and coastal trade of the
port did not experience a marked decline during the fifteenth
century does not necessarily mean that the cries of poverty by
the mayor and corporation were bogus. An examination of the
local customs lists for the years that covered the three remissions in the fee-farm reveal that the major role in the trade
of the port was played by non-freemen. In the year 1451-2 only
twelve past, present or future mayors and sheriffs of the city
were listed in the account as shipping merchandise into
Chester. 1141 Of those citizens who held office as mayor, sheriffs
and aldermen in 1454-5, just eight are mentioned in the three
surviving customs lists for the decade 1450-60, and only three.
Hugo Neel. John Loker and Ralph Hunt, are included in all
three accounts. 115) Among those citizens who were aldermen
and councillors in the year 1474-5, a mere fourteen appear in
the six accounts that have survived for the decade 1470-80,
and of these fourteen only three made regular shipments. 116 '
Thus it seems that the forty years that spanned the remissions
in the fee-farm were unfavourable for the merchants of Chester.
Wine imports languished, and freemen took little part in the
first phase of the recovery of the wine trade. In the Irish and
coastal trade, Chester merchants played second fiddle to nonfreemen. Even allowing for the malaise of Chester merchants,
if the bulk of raw materials shipped into Chester had been
destined for manufacture in the city and suburbs, then there
would have been no grounds whatsoever for petitions bewailing
decay and decline. But Chester was not a manufacturing centre
and much of the merchandise imported at Chester appears to
have been carted into the hinterland. If the bulk of imports
merely passed through the city, then the prosperity of the city
would not be directly reflected in the activity of the port. It has
been effectively shown how Southampton, though handling
more trade in the middle years of the fifteenth century than at
any other time in the later Middle Ages, did not flourish because
much of the trade passed through the town, and because the
lucrative traffic was largely in the hands of either aliens, or
"foreigners". (17) A parallel exists at Chester in the fifteenth
century. The Irish and coastal trade did not show any appreciable decline but, since Chester merchants did not predominate
(l" Sheriffs Books, Vol. I. (Chester Corporation MSS.), ff. 121-8d.
1151 Mayors Books, Vol. V. (Chester Corporation MSS.), f. 2; Sheriffs Books,
Vol. 1, passim.
(16) Mayors Books, Vol. VI, f. 4; Sheriffs Books, Vol. II, ff. 78-82d.; Sheriffs
Books, Vol. Ill, passim; Sheriffs Books, Vol. V. ff. 52-86d.
1171 O. Coleman, "Trade and Prosperity in the 15th Century: Some Aspects
of the Trade of Southampton", Econ. Hist. Review, 2nd series, Vol. 16, pp. 9-22.

Plate 2.

SEABORNE TRAFFIC ENTERING CHESTER, 1476-77
Extract from the Sheriffs Books, Vol. Ill, f. 80
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2d. +
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+

John Chorlton for entering and leaving with a cart by his own hands
John Hille
John Wodehouse for entering and leaving with a cart by his own hands
Betrus Banke for entering and leaving with a cart by his own hands
William Harold for entering by the hands of John Wilkynson
John Swetemon for entering by the hands of Richard Russell
John Baker for entering and leaving with a cart
George Newton for entering
Gilbert Walker for entering and leaving with a cart by his own hands
James Harberd for entering and leaving with a cart by his own hands
Thomas Hogeson for entering and leaving with 2 carts by the hands of Gilbert Walker
Philip Robert Conwey for entering and leaving with a cart by the hands of Richard Talbot
Thomas Richardson for entering and leaving with a cart by his own hands
Edward Savage for entering and leaving with 3 horses
Robert Gregory
Edmund Slade
Robert Walker for entering and leaving with a cart by his own hands
Richard Bruyn for entering and leaving with a cart by the hands of the said Richard

TRANSLATION

Joh[ann]es Chorlton p[ro] introitu et exitu cu[m] biga p[er] m[anu]s suas p[ro]pre
Johfannjes Hille
Johfannjes Wodehouse p[ro] introitu et exitu cu[m] biga p[er] m[anu]s suas p[ro]pre
Betrus 1 Banke p[ro] introitu et exitu cu[m] biga p[er] m[anu]s suas pfro]pre
Will[elmu]s Harold p[ro] introitu p[er] m[anu]s Joh[ann]e Wilkynson
Joh[ann]es Swetemon p[ro] introitu p[er] manus Ric[ard]i Russell
Johfannjes Baker p[ro] introitu et exitu cu[m] biga
Georgius Newton p[ro] introitu
Gilb[er]tus Walker p[ro] introitu et exitu cum biga p[er] m[anu]s suas p[ro]pre
Jacobus Harberd p[ro] introitu et exitu cu[m] biga p[er] m[anu]s suas p[ro]pre
Thomas Hogeson p[ro] introitu et exitu cu[m] duobus big[is] pfer] m[anu]s Gilb[er]ti Walker
Philipus Rob[er]t[us] Conwey p[ro] introitu et exitu cu[m] biga p[er] m[anu]s Ric[ard]i Talbot
Thomas Richardson p[ro] introitu et exitu cu[m] biga p[er] m[anu]s suas p[ro]pre
Edward[us] Savage pfro] introitu et exitu cu[m] tribus equis
Rob[cr]tus Gregory
+ Ed[mund]us Slade
+ Rob[er]tus Walker p[ro] introitu et exitu cu[m] biga p[er] m[anu]s suas p[ro]pre
+ Ric[ard]us Bruyn p[ro] introitu et exitu cu[m] biga p[er] m[anu]s d[ic]tj Ric[ard]i
111 Probably Pelrus [Peter] was intended.

+
+
+
iid. +
+
+
+
+
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8d.
8d.
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in the carrying trade nor Chester citizens show any widespread
interest in industry, the city could legitimately complain about
hard times.
Southampton, though not without some difficulty, managed
to meet its farm payments of £200 a year; Chester did not and
its fee-farm was reduced from £100 to £20 during the course
of the fifteenth century. But although the citizens of Chester
appear to have had some justification in petitioning for relief,
they not only indulged in heavy exaggeration but advanced
rationalizations based on the silting of the Dee to support their
case. Despite the claims of depopulation as a result of silting
"many citizens and other inhabitants of our said city are withdrawing themselves from our said city" 1181 admissions into
the franchise at Chester did not show any drastic reductions.' 19'
Nor did poverty and decay in the late fifteenth century prevent
essential repair work from being tackled and long-standing
building projects from being completed. 1201 It is further apparent
that revenue collected by civic officers other than the sheriffs
was disbursed within the city. The muringers, who levied a
custom on merchandise entering and leaving the city, spent the
revenue they collected on the upkeep of pavements, walls,
bridges and gates. (21) The leavelookers, who exacted a custom
on merchandise sold inside the city, allocated their income from
this source to the provision of amenities for the mayor and
sheriffs and the entertainment of visiting notables. <22) The
treasurers of the city spent the money received from rents and
admissions into the freedom on expenses incurred by the mayor
and on repairs to civic property. 123 ' The citizens of Chester
appear to have made sure that civic disbursements took priority
over allocations to the farm.
The charter of 1486 laboured the point that the farm of the
city, which had stood at £100 throughout the fourteenth
century, had been paid from revenue arising from local customs
duties collected by the sheriffs. The fourteenth-century local
customs accounts for Chester have not survived but the
fifteenth-century accounts reveal that customs revenue collected
1181 R. H. Morris, op. cit., p. 512.
1191 The Rolls of the Freemen of the Citv of Chester, Part I 1392-1700, ed.
J. H. E. Bennett, Lanes. & Ches. Rec. Soc.', Vol. 51, passim.

1201 J. H. Parker, The Medieval Architecture of Chester (1858), pp. 2-3;
G. Ormerod, History of Cheshire, ed. T. Helsby, 2nd edition, Vol. I, p. 234;
P.C.C., 5 Home, printed in The Cheshire Sheaf, 3rd Series, Vol. XVII, p. 69;
P.C.C. 14 Adeane, ibid., Vol. XVIII, p. 93.
1211 Murage Accounts of the City of Chester, Roll V, m. 3, Vol. I, ff. 9-1 Id.,
18-21 (Chester Corporation MSS.).
1221 B. M. Harl. MS. 2091, ff. 56-8d.
I23 > Mayors Books, Vol. IV, ff. 46d-47d.
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by the sheriffs, including customs on overseas as well as on
Irish and coastal traffic, never amounted to more than £25 in
any one year. The farm of £100 was paid without default during
the fourteenth century, but it is inconceivable that Chester
could have been handling four times as much trade, say in the
depression of the late fourteenth century as in the most prosperous years of the fifteenth century.' 241 It is fairly safe to
presume, therefore, that the fee-farm of the city, before remissions were granted, could only have been partly met out of
local customs revenue. The rest of the money must have come
from other revenue for which the sheriffs were accountable,
and, if this was insufficient, contributions may have been forthcoming from other sources, such as rents from civic property
and fines from admissions into the franchise.
Once the crown had accepted, as it apparently had done by
1486, that it had been customary at Chester for the farm to be
met out of customs revenue, then the citizens had a cast-iron
case for the reduction of their rent to a sum more in keeping
with the income arising from port dues. The shifting of the
burden of the farm on to customs revenue may well have been
a deliberate ruse used by the corporation to obtain financial
relief. If this is the case, then Chester would not be the only
fifteenth-century town which devised financial stratagems either
to counter royal demands for money or to obtain financial
concessions. (25> A thorough examination of the decline of
Chester as outlined by its citizens would have revealed the inconsistencies in the town's case. No full-scale investigation,
however, appears to have been made, and in this respect
political circumstances were favourable for the citizens. In 1445
Henry VI faced difficulties galore; in 1484 Richard III was
insecure on the throne; and in 1486 Henry VII had good
reason to seek the widest possible support for his rule. It could
well be that the crown's difficulties and distractions ensured a
smoother passage for the petitions from Chester than might
otherwise have been the case.
The most impressive comment on the dubious attempts by
the citizens of fifteenth-century Chester to lay their troubles
solely on the effects of silting is the increase in trade at Chester
in the early sixteenth century. Before any attempts had been
made to improve the navigation of the Dee, the overseas trade
1241 The rates at which local customs duties were levied did not change during
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
(25) A. S. Green, Town Life in the Fifteenth Century, Vol. II (1894), pp. 216-17,
372, 395, 406, 410-11; A. R. Bridbury, Economic Growth: England in the Later
Middle Ages (1962), pp. 69, 75, 104; J. W. F. Hill, Medieval Lincoln (1948),
p. 272.
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TRANSCRIPT

+

5 July

Thomas Hogston

TRANSLATION

3 packs of sheepfells, blankets and linen cloth

Entry of the ship called the Nicholas of Birmewe [Bermeo] master Sencio Ranonaga
Rotrigo de Rentrea
1 73 tons of iron, 2 tons of wine,
John Urtis
j» 6 pieces of velvet, I piece of damask
John de Lachalle
J 6 pieces of rosin
Ralph Rogerson
6 pieces of polldavy [coarse cloth]
Entry of the ship called the St. Mary Candelera of Alakitue [Lequeitio] master
["'] de Bergara
Martin de Renego
\ 60 tons of iron, 5 tons of iron,
John Skotte alias Snelle
f 8 dozens of "bugge"
John Peres
3 sacks of orchel [red or violet dye]
Rainus Spanyart
4 pieces of rosin
Entry of the ship called the Holy Cross of Alakitue [Lequeitio] master John
de Mydana
+ Francis Aspe
\ 41 tons of iron, 300 yards of canvas
+ Fernando Urtekisa
/ 2 bed coverings, 1 dozen of "bugge"
Secio de Roa, Adros de Carla
Entry of the ship called the Patrick of Chester master Edmund ap Herry

U) Christian name missing.

+

27 June

27 June

20 June

Introilus Navis Vocate le Nich[ola]s de Birmewe Magist[re] Sencio Ranonaga
Rolrigo de Rentrea
"1 Ixxiii Tonelli Ferri, duo Tonelli Vini,
Joh[ann]es Urtis
> sex pec[ias] de velvet, unu[s] pec[ia] de damaske
Johjannjes de Lachalle J vi peciaa de rosyn
Rad[ulf]us Rogerson
vi pec[ias] de polle davy
XXVJI die Juin[i]
Introit[us] Navis Vocate S[anc]te Marie Candelera de Alakitue Magist[re]
I 111] de Bergara
Martin[us] de Renego
\ Ix Tonelli Ferri et qui[n]q[ue]
Joh[ann]es Skotte al[ias] Snelle J Tonelli Ferri et viii dos[yns] de bugge
Joh[ann]es Peres
iiii sackes de orchell[i]
Rainus Spanyart
iiii pec[ias] de rosyn
XXVHdie Juini + lntroit[us] Navis Vocate le S[anc]ta Crucc de Alakitue Magi[st]r[e] Joh[ann]es
de Mydana
] F[ra]unciscus Aspe
\ xli Tonelli Ferri CCC v[er]g[es] de Canvas
+ Fernando Urtekisa
/ et ii bcdde Cov[er]yng[es], unu[s] dos[yn] de bugge
Secio de Roa, Adros de Carla
quinto die Julii
+ lntroit[us] Navis Vocate le Pat[ri]cii de Cestre Mag[ist]r[e] Edmu[n]dus ap Herry
Thom[a]s Hogston
iii pack[es] shepefell[s], blankett[es] et lynyn cloth
111 Christian name missing.

XX die Juin[i]

^

^
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^
^
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with France and Spain and the Irish and coastal trade underwent a considerable expansion. Wine imports in the decade
1470-80 were less than 600 tuns. By 1510-20 they had climbed
to 2,500 tuns and in the years 1530-40 almost reached 3,000
tuns. The import of Spanish iron showed an even more dramatic
increase. In the decade 1470-80 the total amount of iron
imported at Chester was less than 300 tons; by 1510-20 it stood
at over 2,500 tons and in the decade 1530-40 passed the 4,000
ton mark. The increase in Chester's Irish and coastal traffic
can be gauged from the fact that by 1540 the number of ships
using the port was more than twice the fifteenth-century annual
totals.
Chester citizens, who in the fifteenth century had been
eclipsed in the trade of their home port, made a better showing
in the sixteenth century. Twelve aldermen and fourteen councillors elected in 1525-6 were listed in the five surviving local
customs accounts closest to this date.' 261 A list of civic officers,
aldermen and councillors for the year 1540-1 reveals that
thirty-four were recorded in the shipping lists in 1539-40, 1540-1
and 1541-2, and sixteen of these made shipments into the port
in all three years. (27) Between 1500 and 1544 of the twenty-nine
citizens who held mayoral office, twenty were listed in the
palatinate customs accounts as merchants who imported wine
and iron. By contrast between 1445 and 1485 only four citizens
who held the office of mayor had paid prisage on wine imports
at Chester.
The same silting which supposedly devastated the merchants
of Chester does not appear to have seriously inconvenienced
those Spanish merchants, who opened up trade with Chester
in the early 1470s, nor to have reduced the profits of the
Coventry and Irish merchants entrenched in Anglo-Irish trade.
Undoubtedly, the difficulties of navigation must have worked
against the development of Chester as a port, but a more
compelling reason for the restricted prosperity of Chester
merchants in the fifteenth century is that the port served a poor
and unpopulous hinterland, and therefore did not create an
extensive demand for raw materials or foodstuffs which could
have been brought into the Dee. The expansion of Chester's
trade in the early sixteenth century and the increased mercantile
interest of Chester citizens is directly linked with the growth of
industrial activity in particular the manufacture of coarse
<w Mayors Books, Vol. XII, ff. 73d., 76; Sheriffs Books, Vol. V, ff. 143-51,
152-8, 161-72, 173-87; and Vol. VI, ff. 1-17.
<"> Mayors Books, Vol. XIII, ff. 221-4; Sheriffs Books, Vol. VII, ff. 96-107d.,
and Vol. VIII, ff. 1-32.
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cloth and the mining of coal and slate in north-west England.
The demands of the nascent textile industry around Manchester
for wool, yarn and flocks from Ireland acted as a stimulant on
the trade of the port. Manchester "cottons" not only provided
return cargo for French and Spanish merchants bringing wine,
iron, dyestuffs and fruit to Chester, but also served as the
major item of export for those Chester merchants engaged in
overseas trade.
It was not, therefore, until the early sixteenth century that
Chester had any possibility of serving an expanding market.
Chester merchants eagerly grasped this opportunity. Between
1486, when the farm of the city was fixed at £20 a year, and the
1540s, when work began on a new quay in the estuary in
response to the challenge from the rising "creek" of Liverpool,
the port of Chester enjoyed a period of unprecedented prosperity. This occurred despite difficulties of navigation in the
Dee estuary.

